In his 1917 Independence Day address shortly after the United States entered World War I, former president Theodore Roosevelt fulminated against what he called hyphenated Americans, conflating language and loyalty: “We have room for but one language here, and that is the English language . . . and we have room for but one sole loyalty and that is a loyalty to the American people.” Ever since then, nativists have echoed this statement and sentiment, conflating heritage language preservation with political disloyalty. But they have missed something important. There are refutations of this claim written in stone in cemeteries across the nation: commemorations of Americans who died in service to their country during World War I on gravestones in a half-dozen languages other than English. The first to catch my attention was a chance discovery at New Ulm, Texas: an American soldier who paid the ultimate sacrifice in France, commemorated with a bilingual tombstone in Czech and English, and this for someone of the third generation. Further investigation on Find-a-Grave.com revealed tombstones of other men who died in American service in World War I commemorated in Polish, Spanish, Hebrew, Italian, and even in German, the latter from Wisconsin to Missouri to Texas, sometimes with no English whatsoever on the monument. Like the Czech-American soldier, many of these doughboys were of the third generation.

Recent investigations have turned up something even more surprising: despite the widespread crusades against all things German, some U.S. soldiers in the field were writing home in the German language. On the basis of digitized German American newspapers alone, evidence of such German letters was located in five different states. Unlike the tombstone inscriptions probably selected by the parental generation, these men themselves, some of them in the third generation, chose to write home in German. This discov-
ery was all the more amazing because my maternal grandfather told me that when he went off to basic training in 1918, his Missouri-born mother had written her first letter to him in German, but he had quickly instructed her to switch to English so as not to arouse hostility. Similarly, Texas German editor William Trenckmann and his daughter Clara had resolved to switch their correspondence to English after she enlisted in the Navy and in her words “fought Germany with my trusty Underwood on Capitol Hill,” although he wrote her one September 1918 letter in German anyway because he was in a hurry and “unaccustomed work goes slowly.”

In a way, this German correspondence fits in with the larger picture of the U.S. Army, which showed a striking degree of ethnic pluralism during World War I, especially compared to the intolerance found in civilian life and government at the time. Even on the home front, the experience of German-Americans varied widely depending on locality. However, all foreign-language newspapers, even those in the language of allies, were required to file English translations of any war news they published, unless they received an exemption from the Postmaster General. But in the Army, as Nancy Gentile Ford writes, “Far from harshly implementing ‘Anglo-conformity’ of automatically forcing the foreign-born soldier into an ‘American mold,’ the United States military showed a remarkable sensitivity and respect for its immigrant troops.” Under the Camp Gordon plan, the Army organized Italian, Russian Jewish, Polish, Greek, and Spanish speaking companies with bilingual officers of their own background, similar to the German ethnic companies and regiments in the Union Army during the Civil War. No such considerations were extended to German-American recruits in World War I, nor were they needed, but it seems the Army’s toleration of heritage languages extended also to German.

In May 1918, not forty miles from the site where immigrant Paul Prager had been lynched the month before, the bilingual parish newsletter of the Lutheran church in St. Charles, Missouri, included excerpts from letters of members who were serving in the military, and one of the fifteen letters was *auf Deutsch*, apparently written from training camp. No names were given, but it is quite likely this writer was of the second if not the third generation in a settlement that dates from the 1830s. There was also one Amana Colony “apostate” who wrote a number of letters home to Iowa in German as long as he was stateside, but switched to English when he was deployed overseas, reverting to German again when he arrived back in the states. This is the more surprising because Iowa, with its governor’s “Babel Proclamation,” came down especially hard on the German language (and other foreign languages as well). But a separatist communal society like Amana no doubt preserved the language longer than ordinary communities. Another Iowa soldier’s letter written in German from the American Expeditionary Force back to Dav-
enport was less surprising than the Amana letters, since it was written by an immigrant, albeit someone of what sociologists call the “1.5 generation,” who arrived so young that he might as well have been native born. This artillerist serving in France wrote to his brother, who had been associated for years with Der tägliche Demokrat of Davenport. Although the letter was only summarized, it included a remarkable phrase that translates thus: “he asserts that the American troops never had a better prospect of a final victory and a general world peace.” Both brothers had first arrived in the country in 1890 at a very young age along with their mother and brothers.9

Moreover, a preliminary exploration has uncovered letters by German Americans of later generations published in German newspapers in four other states. Lt. Paul Flothow wrote two letters in October 1918 to his immigrant mother that were published in the Omaha Tribüne, including this remark which further illustrates the Army’s linguistic pluralism: “On the German exams I came off as the best in my division, and am being employed in the office of the headquarters.” But he was not delighted with his desk job, writing his mother that he would bring home no hero’s medals: “this may be a joy for you, but not for me.”10 The Detroit Abend-Post published a brief German letter from a soldier to his sister reporting his wounding and hospitalization; both of them were of the second generation.11

German letters from ten different doughboys from the Wendish Lutheran settlements in Texas have recently come to light, published in the Giddings Deutsches Volksblatt [GDV]. Most were not only published but also written after the armistice, but a few appeared earlier. Richard Kissmann’s detailed account of his troop train journey from Texas to New York, written shortly before embarkation on June 14, 1918, was published in the Volksblatt in three weekly installments from July 4 to July 18. Three of his letters written from the front were published posthumously in 1919 after he was killed in action just ten days before the armistice.12 Kissmann is commemorated by a tombstone on the Lutheran cemetery in Manheim [sic], Texas, its inscription entirely in German. Like Kissmann, the majority of writers were of the second generation, writing home to parents who had immigrated as young adults and probably had a poor command of English.13 The editor was apparently not intimidated by government translation requirements; the first Kissmann letter was published a week before the Volksblatt was granted Permit no. 603 exempting it from the requirement to file English translations of all war news. From this date forth, July 11, 1918, until the paper’s demise in 1949, its masthead carried a statement in English: “This is not a German paper but an American newspaper published in the German language.”14 That is essentially the thesis of this article as well.

More remarkable than the writings of Wendish Texans are three German letters written home from U.S. soldiers in France and published in their en-
tirety during the war, selected for closer analysis here because of their length and the fact that all were written by persons of the third generation: grandchildren of immigrants. They are transcribed and translated in full in the appendix. One was published by the Jefferson City Missouri Volksfreund and two by the Seguiner Zeitung in the Texas town of the same name. The Missouri letter was written by a German Catholic farm boy, Edward Holtermann of Westphalia, MO, who lived only a dozen miles from the state capital, and even closer to Taos and a triple tombstone consecrating the ultimate sacrifice of three local Missouri Germans with the words: “Herr gib Ihnen die ewige Ruhe.” One Texas letter by Robert Klingelhoefer was addressed to “Herr und Frau E. Halm,” presumably Emil and Erna Halm of Seguin, who had immigrated in 1900 and owned a photography studio in town. The other Seguin letter, written to unnamed cousins, was by PFC Carl Biesele.

Before discussing the letters and their content, one should first characterize the letter writers and their communities. All three were at least the third generation of their families in America; i.e., they and all of their parents were born in their home states. That Klingelhoefer should write in German is least surprising: descended from a family of original Adelsverein settlers who had arrived in the 1840s, he grew up in Fredericksburg, in the Texas county where the German language persisted the longest. As late as the 1970 Census, a 58 percent majority in Gillespie County claimed German as their mother tongue; it took until the year 2000 for Spanish to overtake German there. The son of a prosperous stonemason, Klingelhoefer graduated from the Normal School in San Marcos (where Lyndon B. Johnson would later study), and then briefly taught at Texas Lutheran College in Seguin, which operated bilingually up to 1917. By 1920 Klingelhoefer had returned to his native Fredericksburg and was teaching high school at the 1920 and 1930 Census, until he was appointed postmaster in 1934, a position he held for 22 years until his retirement in 1956. Thereafter he founded his own abstract company, and in the last two years before his death in 1973 he was president of Security State Bank. His wife, Mattie nee Broesche, was also of German descent, though not from Fredericksburg.

The 1940 Census only enumerated the mother tongue of a 5 percent sample, two persons per census page, but one happened to be Klingelhoefer’s mother Sophie and another a neighbor two houses down. Both claimed German as their mother tongue although they were of the third generation. Biesele was the grandson of Leopold Biesele, a Forty-eighter Revolutionary from Baden; his older brother Rudolph had taught high school German before embarking on his career as the premier historian of Texas Germans from his professorship at the state university in Austin. But otherwise, Carl Biesele had a similar social profile to Holtermann, although the latter hailed from the most heavily German Catholic county of Missouri. Both men grew
up as the sons of farmers, and both spent much of their lives farming. Biesele had completed one year of high school; Holtermann stopped at the eighth grade. Biesele lived in a neighborhood with few Anglos, but a considerable Mexican immigration. Both sample persons on his 1940 Census page claimed Spanish as their mother tongue, though on the previous page his nearest neighbor reported his mother tongue as German, while the other reported Spanish. In Holtermann’s community, the persistence of German is all the more remarkable. German immigration began already in the 1830s, and three of his four grandparents were native Missourians. His 5-year-old niece on the next census page reported a German mother tongue in 1940, as did both of the sampled persons on his page, including an 11-year-old boy. His wife, Mary Luebbert, whom he married in 1924, was also of German descent. Holtermann farmed in the community of Westphalia for his whole life, but around 1943 when he was in his fifties, Biesele moved to San Antonio, where he was working as a bookkeeper at Kelly Air Force Base when he died in 1968. His wife, Josephine Schnabel, was also of obvious German extraction; in fact, her mother was an immigrant.

The degree of linguistic tolerance in the soldiers’ home counties is less surprising when one considers that in Missouri, there was no law that banned the use of German, and county councils could request that the language no longer be used, but had no authority to demand it. The makeup of Texas county councils of defense, often considered instruments of repression, is also revealing. In Gillespie County (Fredericksburg), all but one of the eight-person board members was of German background; in Guadalupe County (Seguin), the twenty-man board was half German, including three immigrants. This did not prevent a tragic incident which happened after the war had ended. A venerable Texas-born German Methodist pastor in Seguin committed suicide in the wake of his arrest and impending trial for disloyalty based on statements he allegedly made at a Thanksgiving celebration. However, there is little evidence that Germans in general were intimidated by Anglos in the Seguin area; if they suffered from anything, it was a superiority complex. Their local designation for Anglos was “raggedy,” a term that survived to the end of the twentieth century and was even adopted by the people it was applied to. Some of them even learned German. Seguin Germans also stood apart politically, many of them remaining Republican in what was nearly a one-party state, and helping to elect Harry Wurzbach to multiple terms of Congress in the 1920s. Fredericksburg was even more staunchly Republican.

All three letter writers were single when war was declared, making their induction more probable. Apparently all three were drafted rather than volunteering, but Klingelhoefer’s previous $1.00 contribution to the Red Cross indicates support of the war effort. He and Biesele registered for the draft on
June 5, 1917. Biesele was inducted on February 16, 1918, and Klingelhofer around the same time, since it was announced in the Seguiner Zeitung that he and 105 others left for training camp on February 26. The two Texans, who were in the same company, embarked for France from New York on June 14, 1918. After the armistice, they served in the occupying forces in Germany and departed for the U.S. from St. Nazaire, France on May 27, 1919 on the Mongolia, arriving stateside in Boston on June 7. Holtermann registered for the draft on June 5, 1917, and was inducted on September 20, three months later; he served until May 23, 1919.

One thing that is striking about these letters is that despite the language in which they were written, the content could have come from any old doughboy. In many respects the writers sound like wide-eyed country boys seeing a bit of the world. Even college graduate Klingelhofer commented, “The journey across the sea was something new for me, and if it hadn’t been for the fears of the U-boats (although groundless) we would have all enjoyed it even more.” The quip about U-boats suggests a certain deprecation of the German war effort. In general, there is no indication any of these three writers had any reservations or mixed feelings about their military service. Later in his letter Klingelhofer remarks, “Thus far everything has gone splendidly. I could find no grounds to complain if I wanted to.” He was even satisfied with Army chow: “we can’t complain about the food. We receive meals of the same quality as we did in Camp.” Biesele’s reactions were similar: “we can’t complain, we’re well off and get good and plenty to eat.” None of these men had yet seen combat or even arrived at the front when they wrote these letters, so attitudes may have changed, but apparently none of their subsequent letters were published or preserved. Klingelhofer’s biographical sketch does characterize his service in German occupation after the armistice as “an interesting experience for the young soldier,” but does not elaborate further. Biesele’s unambiguous American identity was just as apparent: “Last Saturday we got our first mail, and of course everyone was happy to hear something from the ‘good old U.S.’ . . . Uncle Sam will certainly carry out his great work successfully in the transportation of troops and ‘Supplies’ over here.” Holtermann also demonstrated his identification with the American cause, quoting a bit of soldier doggerel, “First we ride, then we float, and then we get—the Kaiser’s goat.” Obviously he assumed that his readers had an adequate command of English, as is also indicated by the casual use of occasional English figure of speech by the other two writers.

Biesele was clearly bilingual as well, but when it came to wine he revealed his provincial tastes, which would probably set some connoisseurs’ teeth on edge: “You can get good sour wine here aplenty, but we don’t drink much of it if we can’t get sugar to add to it.” For sugar, as well as nuts, figs, milk, and eggs, he uses the German terms, but cakes, candy, and jam are referred to
in English. Klingelhofer uses an English word that has since become antiquated, “Kodaking.” One might have suspected a false transcription of “kayaking,” but since he says “on the banks of the Guadalupe” rather than on the river itself, and since the recipient was a photographer who sold Kodaks, he obviously meant taking photos. Holtermann, too, wrote in typical immigrant German including a few English nouns like farmer, parlor, or town. In one sentence he used a German word, *Wege*; in the one immediately following, its English equivalent, “Road.” Linguists could gain additional insights from this material, but from a lay person’s perspective, little English interference can be detected except for the vocabulary.27

It becomes obvious how far removed Holtermann was from his roots in German Westphalia, which was housebarn country where keeping man and beast under the same roof was standard practice. This memory was obviously not passed down; he sounds rather taken aback by this practice in France: “Here the house and barn are one building. On the one side are the cows, hogs, goats, and rabbits, and when you open the next door, there you are in the parlor.”

He did find one positive aspect to single out for praise: “One thing they have better than us, and that is the roads. Nice shade trees on both sides of the roads.” Biesele echoes his admiration: “This would be an ideal country for (Auto)-tourists; it has many good country roads lined on both sides with trees of various kinds, such as maple, poplar, walnut, and mulberry.”

Although they grew up 800 miles apart, Biesele and Holtermann found many of the same peculiarities of French agriculture worthy of comment. Both were curious about local farming practices, and how they compared with those back home. Although unspoken, there is an air of superiority in what Holtermann writes about French farmers: “It’s funny how the people here do their farm work. Where we first landed, the farmers all had one horse and a two-wheeled cart. They plowed with one horse. The next place we stopped, the farmers had two horses, and whoever didn’t have two horses, they had a cow or an ox, but they had four-wheeled wagons. Where we are now they only have cows and oxen.” Tractors were still rare in Osage County, but every farmer had at least a team of horses, and it was unthinkable in that era to use cows or oxen as draft animals.28 Biesele also remarked that he had observed an ox being fitted with iron shoes. He was more explicit about what he considered the backwardness of French agriculture: “The soil is light in color, but with application of plenty of artificial fertilizer and manure, the people raise good harvests. However there is an apparent lack of modern farm machinery, so that five people only accomplish as much work as one man in our country.”

Biesele did comment positively on the French livestock: “everywhere we saw green grass and the finest and biggest cattle that I have ever seen.”
But both farm boys were rather puzzled by the lack of fences. The Missouri doughboy observed with typical immigrant vocabulary: “This is a country without Fenzen [fences], and the people have to herd their livestock.” Biesele commented using the same “Denglish” term: “Something else that I had never seen before was a dog that kept a whole flock of sheep together and guarded them. ‘Renzen’ [fences] they don’t have here at all except in towns and villages where you have stone walls and fences. So far I’ve only seen one ‘Drahtfenz’ [wire fence]. The people here are many years behind us in everything.”

Biesele was just as haughty when he compared technical progress on the railroad on opposite sides of the Atlantic: “The machines look like toys compared with our big locomotives. . . . In England we saw some locomotives and freight cars about one third as large as ours. We also saw a few automobiles; these appear to have good motors, but otherwise look like cars that were built ten years ago in America. We saw a whole bunch of Ford, Dodge, and Buick cars here.” The cocky, slightly arrogant American abroad of popular stereotype is older than we realize, even when he spoke German.

Judging by the letters that have been preserved, persons of the immigrant generation were thirty to fifty times more likely to be writing from America to Germany in this era than someone of the second generation.29 But these letters by doughboys auf Deutsch suggest that it was a lack of emotional ties with the Old Country rather than inadequate language ability that explains why so few people beyond the immigrant generation were writing to Germany. After all, the three writers analyzed here were all of the third rather than the second generation, but still quite competent in the language. The mere existence of these letters, and even more their content, confirms the statement of a Missouri “German Preacher” touted for “Show[ing] up Kaiserism” with a lecture he delivered in both German and English: “With by far the most Americans of German origin the language has no political significance.”30 If this sounds like self-justification on the part of a German American, it proves to be one of the rare points of agreement between the Britons and Germans of that era. A British officer wrote in a 1918 book that otherwise roundly savaged the Germans: “To judge of Germany by the German of America, or the German who has shaken the dust of Prussia from his feet is puerile. There is no more grossly misunderstood man in the world to-day than the German in America.”31 Equally unimpressed by the hyphen was a German intelligence officer who observed: “Only a few of the troops are of pure American origin; the majority are of German, Dutch, and Italian parentage. But these semi-Americans . . . fully feel themselves to be true-born sons of their country.”32
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Appendix: Transcript and Translation of Soldiers’ German Letters

Seguiner Zeitung, 15 August 1918.

Briefe aus Frankreich
[Letters from France]

I

In Frankreich, d. 7. Juli 1918
Herrn und Frau E. Halm
Seguin Texas
Werthe Freunde,


Ich weiß nicht recht, wie ich diesen schönen Sonntag Nachm. zubringen soll. Vielleicht mache ich einen Spaziergang in die umliegenden Hügel, aber ein Spaziergang mit ein paar Soldaten ist lange nicht so interessant wie eine "Kodaking"—Partie irgendwo am Ufer der Guadalupe sein würde.

Ich habe zweifellos seit meiner Ankunft in Frankreich um mehrere Pfund zugenommen und könnte den ganzen Tag lang essen, wenn der "Mess—Sergeant" mir die Gelegenheit dazu gäbe. Da er uns nur dreimal täglich zu essen giebt, kaufe ich öfter in den Grocery-Stores im Dorfe ein. Aber wir können uns nicht über das Essen beklagen. Wir erhalten Mahlzeiten von gleicher Qualität wie wir sie in Camp ______ bekamen.33


Ihr Freund
Robert Klingelhoefer
H. Qu. 360th Inf. American
Exp. Forces.

[In the translations below, words in italics were taken over directly from the German original.]
In France, 7 July 1918
Mr. and Mrs. E. Halm
Seguin Texas
Dear Friends,
You may have been waiting for some time for a sign of life from me from the other side of the blue ocean. Now I can tell you first of all that I’m still quite alive, indeed I get more lively from day to day. Thus far everything has gone splendidly. I could find no grounds to complain if I wanted to. The journey across the sea was something new for me, and if it hadn’t been for the fears of the U-boats (although groundless) we would have all enjoyed it even more. Presently we are stationed in a little town or Dorf (village), where we will receiver further training. Our Signal Corps equipment has not arrived yet; as soon as it arrives, however, we will have enough to do all the time. I still don’t know how I should spend this pretty Sunday afternoon. Maybe I’ll take a walk in the surrounding hills, but a walk with a couple of soldiers is by far not as interesting as a “Kodaking” party somewhere on the banks of the Guadalupe would be.

I have no doubt gained several pounds since I arrived in France and could eat the whole day long if the “Mess-Sergeant” would give me the opportunity to. Since he only gives us something to eat three times a day, I often buy things at the Grocery-Stores in the village. But we can’t complain about the food. We receive meals of the same quality as we did in Camp ______.³⁴

I don’t know much new to tell you and have to close for this time, but will write again. Please let me hear something from you soon. With best regards.
Your friend,
Robert Klingelhofer
H. Qu. 300th Inf. American
Exp. Forces.

II

In Frankreich, d. 15. Juli 1918.
Liebe “Cousins”.
Da ich weiß, Ihr würdet gern etwas von mir hören, so will ich heute versuchen an Euch zu schreiben. Wir sind jetzt seit drei Wochen “irgendwo in Frankreich“, und doch kann man es manchmal selbst kaum glauben, daß man so weit von Daheim fort ist. Am letzten Samstag erhielten wir unsere erste Post und natürlich war Jedermann froh Etwas aus den “good old U.S.” zu erfahren; von jetzt ab werden wir vielleicht unsere Post regelmäßig erhalten.

Wie geht es Euch allen, und was macht Seguin? Ich nehme an, daß Klasse 1 und 2 jetzt gänzlich eingezogen sind. Onkel Sam führt sicherlich sein...
großes Werk erfolgreich durch in der Transportierung von Mannschaften und "Supplies" hierher. Von der Zeit an, da wir Camp _______ verließen, wißt Ihr, waren wir beständig unterwegs mit Ausnahme von anderthalb Tagen, die wir in einem "Rest—Camp" hier im Lande zubrachten. Anfangs waren wir ja ziemlich müde, sind aber jetzt tüchtig an der Arbeit und gewöhnen uns daran. Wenn Ihr eine Idee davon haben möchtet, was wir hier thun, so macht jede Woche einmal einen Marsch von zehn Meilen—dazu kommen dann das regelrechte Exerzieren und die Instruktions—Stunden am Abend. Etwas, was den meisten von uns hier nicht gefällt, sind die kurzen Nächte (von 10 Uhr abends bis 4 Uhr 30 M. morgens), aber wir können nicht klagen, sind wohl auf und erhalten gut und reichlich zu essen. Nach der Instruktions—Stunde können wir thun, was wir wollen Briefe schreiben, baden, spazierengehen oder von alten Zeiten plaudern.


Wir sind in einem typischen französischen Dorf einquartiert. Die Leute treiben ihr Vieh auf die Weide, hüten es dort und bringen es abends zurück in den Stall. Als ich letzte Nacht Wache stand, sah ich einen alten Mann,
der ein großes Fuder Heu mit einem Paar Ochsen einfuhr; die Felder, die die Leute bearbeiten, liegen rund um das Dorf herum, ein kleiner Bach läuft mitten hindurch, an welchem viele Vietränken sind und große Steintröge, in welchen alles Waschen gethan wird; das Wasser fließt beständig durch diese hindurch und ist daher immer rein.


Die Passagierwagen, in denen wir fuhren, waren Wagen zweiter Klasse und sind in Abtheilungen getheilt, mit zwei Bänken in jeden Abtheil; die Maschinen sehen aus wie Spielzeuge verglichen mit unseren großen Lokomotiven, doch kamen wir schnell genug von der Stelle mit den Zügen. In England sahen wir einige Lokomotiven und Fracht—Cars etwa ein Drittel so groß wie die unsrigen. Wir sahen auch einige Automobile; diese scheinen gute Motoren zu haben sehen aber im Uebrigen aus wie die vor zehn Jahren in Amerika gebauten Cars; eine ganze Anzahl Ford, Dodge und Buick Cars haben wir hier gesehen.


“Well”, ich hoffe es geht Euch allen gut; schreibt gelegentlich an mich und grüßt alle Bekannten von mir.

Mit bestem Grüß
Euer Vetter
In France, 15 July 1918
Dear “Cousins”,
Since I know that you would like to hear something from me, I’ll try to write to you all today. We’ve been here for three weeks “somewhere in France,” and still it’s sometimes hard to believe that you’re so far away from home. Last Saturday we got our first mail, and of course everyone was happy to hear something from the “good old U.S.” From now on maybe we will receive our mail more regularly.

How are you all, and what is Seguin up to? I take it that classes 1 and 2 are now completely inducted. Uncle Sam will certainly carry out his great work successfully in the transportation of troops and “Supplies” over here. From the time that we departed Camp ______, you know we were constantly en route with the exception of a day and a half that we spent in “Rest-Camp” here in this country. At the beginning we were rather tired, but now are really going to work and getting used to it. If you want to have an idea of what we’re doing here, take a march of ten miles once a week—then add to it regular exercises and instruction classes in the evening. One thing that most of us here don’t like are the short nights (from 10 p.m. to 4:30 in the morning), but we can’t complain, we’re well off and get good and plenty to eat. After the instruction classes we can do what we want, write letters, swim, take walks, or talk about old times.

Let me tell you something about the country here in general. We did not get to see much of England. But it had the appearance as if the people were somewhat schwerfällig (slow) and weren’t interested in much of anything. The French in contrast are very patriotic: wherever we marched through we were welcomed and greeted with hurrahs. The band that was along with our unit of troops made a big impression everywhere. The people here had never seen or heard anything like it. The part of the country that we came through is something like what we would call “rolling prairie,” although we also came through about fifty miles of hilly terrain. The fields look good and are well tended; everywhere we saw green grass and the finest and biggest cattle that I have ever seen. We crossed a number of large rivers and many small streams, which all carry clear water in contrast to those of our country, where we only found such clear water in New York State. Along the hillsides you can see many vineyards. The soil is light in color, but with application of plenty of artificial fertilizer and manure the people raise good harvests. However there is an apparent lack of modern farm machinery, so that five people only...
accomplish as much work as one man in our country. We came through many nice little towns where everything looked nice and clean and modern, although this is one of the poorer parts of the country, from what they say. This would be an ideal country for (Auto)-tourists; it has many good country roads lined on both sides with trees of various kinds, such as maple, poplar, walnut, and mulberry. We also saw some evergreen forests and sawmills, and also orchards.

We marched into a typical French village. The people drive their cattle out to the meadows, herd them there and bring the back to the barns in the evening. When I stood watch last night, I saw an old man who drove in a big load of hay with a team of oxen; the fields which the people work lie all around the village, a little brook runs right through it, in which there are many cattle troughs and big stone troughs in which they do the wash; the water flows constantly through it and therefore is always clean.

I like this place, and as long as we stay here I will be contented. However it is sometimes difficult to buy anything here. Sometimes you can buy nuts, figs, “Cakes”, “Candy”, “Jam”, also milk and eggs. The Y.M.C.A. maintains a Canteen, but in one of two days its supplies usually run out. There is good sour wine here aplenty to be had, but we don’t drink much of it if we can’t get sugar to add to it. What I miss is good fresh fruit and the good watermelons, which you could have now, but - - -

The other day I saw two men shoeing an ox; they put it into a kind of chute, tied it up with ropes around the body, head, and legs, so that it couldn’t move, and nailed two little irons on each hoof. Something else that I had never seen before was a dog that kept a whole flock of sheep together and guarded them. Cause they don’t have any fences here except in and around cities and town, where they have stone walls and fences; so far I’ve seen only one single wire fence. The people here are many years back behind us in everything.

The passenger cars that we rode in were second class cars and were divided into compartments, with two benches in each compartment. The machines look like toys compared with our great locomotives, but we moved along fast enough with the trains. In England we saw some locomotives and freight Cars about a third as big as ours. We also saw a number of automobiles; they appeared to have good motors, but otherwise they looked like the Cars that were built ten years ago in America; we saw a whole bunch of Ford, Dodge und Buick Cars here.

About my sea voyage I believe I already wrote you. During the last night of the voyage on a smaller ship, I and most of the others “fed the fishes” as the saying goes, but since then I’ve been feeling fine. A number of people have had bad colds, cause it is still quite cool at night, about 45 degrees Fahrenheit, but it’s now starting to get warmer.
"Well", I hope you all are doing well; write to me now and then and give my best to all my acquaintances.

With best wishes

Your Cousin

(Priv.) Carl H. Bieseleg

Missouri Volksfreund (Jefferson City), June 20, 1918.

Herr Edward Holtermann, Sohn von Herrn und Frau Ferdinand Holtermann zu Westphalia, schrieb uns letzte Woche einen Brief von Frankreich, dem wir Folgendes entnehmen:


Mr. Edward Holtermann, Son of Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Holtermann of Westphalia, wrote us a letter last week from France, from which we took the following:

“While I was in Camp Funston, I always received your newspaper regularly, and every time that I received the newspaper, it was like a letter from my dear or from home to me. Since I’ve been in France, I have received neither a newspaper nor a letter. I left Camp Funston on March 25 and have seen quite a bit in these two months. I traveled through nine states, then over the ocean and am now almost across France. We had a song in the U.S., which went as follows: “First we ride, then we float, and then we get—the Kaiser’s goat.” I’ve now been on this side for one and a half months and have already seen a lot in this old country. We’ve gotten around quite a bit and this is the fifth place where we made a stop. It’s funny how the people here do their farm work. Where we first landed, the farmers all had one horse and a two-wheeled cart. They plowed with one horse. The next place we stopped, the farmers had two horses, and whoever didn’t have two horses, they had a cow or an ox, but they had four-wheeled wagons. Where we are now they only have cows and oxen. The most important products are grapes, rye, barley, and oats, as well as some fruit. Here the house and barn are one building. On the one side are the cows, hogs, goats, and rabbits, and when you open the next door, there you are in the Parlor. The farmers all live in Town. They have no buildings on the Farm as in the United States. About every two miles there’s a Town, and in every Town there’s a church. I can go to church every night. It’s mostly nothing but Catholics. One thing they have better than us, and that is the roads. Nice shade trees on both sides of the Roads. This is a land without Fenzen [fences], and the people have to herd their cattle. When I went away from home, I had no idea that I would ever see France. I’ve also seen trenches already, but not any in which there was any fighting now, but I did see some where there was fighting some time ago. The weather is nice. I enjoy the best of health and hope the same for you. My best wishes to you and all of my relatives and friends in Osage County. My address is: Private Edward Holtermann, Co. B 126th Inf., Am. E. Forces, Am. P.O. 734 A, Via New York”
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